Ligation-mediated PCR: robotic liquid handling for DNA damage and repair.
The investigation of in vivo DNA repair in mammalian cells at nucleotide resolution requires the quantification of break frequencies less than one per kilobase. By optimizing several parameters of the ligation-mediated PCR technique, we find that the required sensitivity can be achieved. We also report details of a one-day procedure that can be performed either with or without a robotic liquid handling workstation. The use of near-infrared fluorescent-labeled primers with detection by a LI-COR DNA sequencer provides for safe, nonradioactive detection, similar in sensitivity to the use of 32P-labeled primers but with the additional advantage that high-quality digitized data are obtained directly. Multiplexing can be performed; that is, more than one sequence can be analyzed in a single reaction, and multiple reactions can be processed robotically. Primer sets for exons 5-8 of the tumor suppressor gene, p53, were designed for simultaneous thermal cycling. The improved procedure with infrared detection was used to monitor low-frequency damage (<1 break/kb) and/or repair of UVB, UVC, and chemical methylation. Quantitative data on the linearity of response and reproducibility are described. The coefficient of variation for technical replicates was typically 10%. The methods described here will permit high sample throughput for the detection of DNA damage and repair as well as in vivo protein footprints.